Improved estimation of the ranking probabilities in partial orders using random linear extensions by approximation of the mutual ranking probability.
The application of partial order theory and Hasse diagram technique in environmental science is getting increasing attention. One of the latest developments in the field of Hasse diagram technique is the use of random linear extensions to estimate ranking probabilities. In the original algorithm for estimating the ranking probability it is assumed that the order between two incomparable pair of objects can be chosen randomly. However, if the total set of linear extensions is considered there is a specific probability that one object will be larger than another, which can be far from 50%. In this study it is investigated if an approximation of the mutual ranking probability can improve the algorithm. Applying an approximation of the mutual ranking probability the estimation of the ranking probabilities are significantly improved. Using a test set of 39 partial orders with randomly chosen values the relative mean root square difference (MRSD) decrease in average from 7.9% to 2.2% and a maximum relative improvement of 90% can be found. In the most successful case the relative MRSD goes as low as 0.77%.